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PORTRAYALS OF CHILDHOOD AND RACE IN
SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVERSION NARRATIVES,

1827-1852
DAVID SOKOL

Between 1820and1860, as they searched for social respectability, Methodists increasingly questioned the camp meeting. The Reverend B.W. Gorham admitted in his 1855 Camp-Meeting Manual that he.represented a minori,ty ,opinion as a proponent of camp meetings. "'Tis tiue there is more intelligence and
refinement in society than there was," he wrote. But he then asked, should that
spell the end of the camp meeting's unique form of worship? Gprham certainly
did not think so, and much of his text comprised a dialogue in wf1ich the narrator
attempted to change the mind of a skeptic. 1
Gorham was a "croaker" who sought a return to earlier traditions, even if
most Americans thought it alienating to do so. 2 The Methodist Episcopal Church,
on the other hand, played the part of Gorham's skeptic. Its members slighted the
camp nieeting and chose to build institutions that reflected their collective mainstream status. The Sunday school phenomenon, officially promoted by the Discipline since 1824, was just one example of American Methodism's successful
move toward social respectability to which Gorham referred. 3
The transformation of the conversion experience corresponded to the Sunday school movement and the drive for respectability. An intellectual, private
process, the individual was to gradually progress from a state of conviction to
conversion. Once justification was reached, the convert would feel reassurance
of the spiritual and moral integrity she had begun to establish at the time of her
initial conviction. This experience, a series of steps, was in direct contrast to the
singularly emotional conversions that were reported earlier in the century. Such
'primitive' conversions were usually intense and spontaneous bodily experiences,
occurring in a communal setting like the camp meeting and accompanied by
shouting, falling or "the jerks." Indeed, this change in the form of conversion
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seemed a direct outgrowth of Edward Sharman's The Christian World Unmasked,
written in response to the phenomenon of the camp meeting. In it he suggested
that "Surely Methodist teachers do not want to be informed, that real regeneration and conversion are not mere phisical changes but moral revolutions." By
following just such a protocol of intellectualized conversion, Sharman believed
that Methodists could evade further marginalization as enthusiasts and enter respectable, mainstream culture. 4 Consequently, just as the battleground for souls
had moved from the camp into the schoolhouse, so did the conversion experience itself. This 'modem' experience was one of intelligent faith, and it informed
the proceedings of Victorian-era camp meetings as a result; order and intellect
replaced the enthusiastic conversions typically associated with early outdoor
revivals.
The literature produced under the auspices of the Sunday School Union of
the Methodist Episcopal Church, founded in 1827, reflected this paradigm shift.
Yet these texts, written expressly to teach children the modem, or 'respectable,'
conversion experience born of intelligent faith, also acted as an agent of this
shift. Juvenile literature taught this new form of conversion, and in so doing it
also taught children about racial perception. Conversion narratives assigned the
primitive experience to 'racial others.' 5 At first glance, such an assignation was
hegemonic: by aligning the primitive conversion experience with racial others
who they considered inferior, the readers and writers of this literature further
marginalized that experience. In tum, the primitive conversion experience reinforced the 'othem.ess' and inferiority-.theunrespectability-of its practitioners.
Similarly, then, these portrayals both reflected and informed white, socially mobile Methodists' understanding of race. But a comparison of racial others to the
protagonists of children's deathbed narratives also demonstrates that while nonwhites were portrayed in subordinate and objectifying terms, bourgeois Methodists did not necessarily reject them. Rather, because they had to forego old
practices, they romanticized non-whites as childlike angels as a way for croakers like Gorham to retain access to a more prinritive past.
On October 5, 1841, The Sunday School Advocate: A Semi-Monthly Periodical, Devoted to the Interests of Sunday Schools in the M.E. Church introduced its first issue in lighthearted rhyme:
The School Advocate, though it comes rather late, we gladly commend to neigh-
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bor and friend, as a good little paper, to give light like a taper, to those in the
night, who may value its light, for the truths 'twill impart to the simple in heart,
conce111ing the way which all must survey, who would find out the road that will
lead them to God. 6

And yet the rhyme made a weighty assertion. Anne M. Boylan describes the
Sunday school as "an agency of cultural transmission ... [which] almost rivaled
in importance the nineteenth-century public school." 7 According to the passage
above, The Sunday School Advocate would be the institution's primary tool for
conveyance. By making "the way which all must survey" accessible to "the simple
in heart,'' the newspaper had also hoped to connect to the simpleminded. Indeed,
The Sunday School Advocate had been retooled for y<:mng children who could
not detect nuance, or tolerate breadth. In its previousi~camation as the Sabbath
School Messenger, those few who did subscribe to the periodical had complained
that its articles were too lengthy. In its condensed and simplified format, therefore, the newspaper also claimed to teach universal ~'truths," Metl:i'o dism's most
fundamental principles.
If The Sunday School Advocate and complementary children's publications
distilled Methodism's strategies for living properly in America at mid-century,
then self-discipline proved equally fundamental to that philosophy. The excerpts
from Horace Mann's "Letter to the Children of Chatauque county, N.Y," described such discipline in detail, even if he resorted to scare tactics to do so.
"You were not made to lie, or to steal,. or to use profane or obscene language, or
to be intemperate, or to quarrel with your schoolmates, or to be unkind to brothers or sisters, or disobedient to parents and teachers, or to scoff or to mock at
what is holy and good," he wrote. Mann here subscribed to a view of child as
tabula rasa, although he acknowledged how quickly that slate could be tainted.
The consequences of deviance would not have been punishment in the afterlife
solely, but the act of death itself: "I said you were not made to live in the fire; but
it would be better that you should be flung into the hottest furnace that was ever
kindled, than that you should train your tongues to falsehood, and pe1jury, and
blasphemy." The remainder of Mann's letter claiified that a deviant child would
not die by another's hands, but his own. A conscience overwhelmed by guilt
would force the child to suicide. Conversely, children were "made to be'' industrious, temperate, clean and neat in person and dress, gentlemanly or lady-like in
manners, kind, generous, magnanimous, and of course, "You were made to learn"
those qualities from writings like Mann's. 8 Besides the postponement of suicide, the everyday implications of good behavior were unclear irr-tltjB and similar accounts, nor was good behavior clearly attractive.
More typically, writers taught discipline by example. Texts often deployed
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characters who were archetypally 'good' and 'bad.' In D. P. Kidder's The Brothers, a Story for Little Children, John Bradford and his brother Charles personified those two poles, respectively. Raised in the same household, "They were
both we11-trained and good boys till John visited the city. There he no longer
heard family devotions; and in a day or two he forgot his usual prayers and his
Bible." As a result, John began spending time with bad boys, about whom he
would have been warned "had he read the book of God." Soon, he was tempted
to steal a five-dollar gold coin, which marked the beginning of his decline to
depravity. Charles, on the other hand, grew up to prosperity as a Philadelphia
merchant, thanks to the fact that he "read his Bible and prayed daily . ... though
he had naturally a worse temper than John." 9 Charles's honorable and diligent
nature, a product of his religious study, had everyday implications and was rewarded in that sphere. The example presented a tempting path for a child to
follow, even if the reader's temptations for doing so were worldlier than his
teacher would have liked. Coincidentally, Kidder most likely served as the first
editor-in-chief of The Sunday School Advocate, which may explain the proliferation of the good-bad trope in that publication.
Adults were not exempt from the disciplinary treatment. Stories and articles
directed toward adults were typical fare in The Sunday School Advocate, since
its periodical format allowed the Sunday School Union to target all of a school's
readers. Teachers were given explicit directives concerning subjects like punctuality and lesson preparation, ala Horace Mann. Parents, meanwhile, were taught
by example, like their children. Yet like the teachers, parents also were supposed
to learn to teach. In one example, a mother was shown how to convince a resistant son to pray. The directive was not useful, since "The boy goes back pouting,
and utters the words of prayer, while his heart is full of mortified pride, vexation,
and ill will.'' Rather, she should make him aware of God's omnipresence, and
the usefulness of prayer to Him. Her singular description of God's constantly
looking over her son's deeds and misdeeds would persuade the child to do right. 10
Regardless of one's age or rank within the Sunday school hierarchy, conversion was a primary goal ofthe Sunday School Union's literature. As Charles
Bradford's fictitious growing-up experience indicated, the path to individual religious conversion was both cause and consequence of good behavior. Consequently, we may better call the recurrent theme, 'enlightened self-discipline.'
In these stories, the disciplined intellect smoothed the path to conversionunlike many conversion narratives from, or about, the first quarter of the nine-
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teenth century. The Sunday School Advocate ran a thirteen-paii series on religious instruction between 1845~1846 which demonstrated how intellectual the
road to conversion had become. Divided into a "First Step" and a far briefer
"Second Step," each lesson had a different objective, and in sequence the parts
were supposed to 01ient a child's spiritual growth. Beginning with the goal, "To
develop the first idea of God, as a kind Father," the series focused primarily on
describing an Almighty power. In Lessons VIII and IX, however, the goals included "To develop some idea of the Soul" and "To develop the first Religious
and Moral Feelings,'' culminating with Lesson X, entitled "To awaken the Conscience."11 By linking the intellectual lesson with religious feeling, however,
such religious instruction was disjunctive. It failed to bridge the gap between
head and heaii, and left the reader to question just how.intellectualism and erp.otionalism informed (in what sequence? in what proportions?) the Methodist way
of life.
The Sunday School Union's literature resolved this uncertainty by explaining that intellectual training would prepare the individual for the efuotional conversion experience. So prepared, the anxiety of conviction, followed by the relief of justification, would occur in a series of gentle stages rather than act as a
sudden shock to the system. In Christian Character Exemplified, in the Life of
Adeline Marble, Miss Marble was first troubled by the state of her soul after
conversing with her schoolteacher, as well as reading "the little billets the children one day wrote to each other, from which she thought some of them were
concerned for their immortal souls." Her anxiety was triggered by cognitive
activities, especially by reading. Still, the child paid little attention to her unease, and continued "pursuing her studies and increasing her intellectual resources.'' Even though the narrative here erected a barrier between intellectual
pursuits and a desire for godliness, Adeline soon declared herself "stupid" about
religious feeling. In other words, the child recognized that her disciplined intellect had the potential to understand religious emotion and remedy the lack thereof,
although it had not yet done so. 12
As Miss Marble's ultimately giving herself to conversion demonstrated, it
was written that the intellect dictated one's emotional development, in which
religious conversion represented a milestone. Similarly, accounts of revivals born
in Sunday schools referred to teachers who decided, inadvertently or not, to
demonstrate greater emotionalism in their work. Their own depth of feeling caught
fire among students-but by implication, this would not have happened had not
those students received a more formal education previously. 13 In turn, conversion provided fuel for intellectual and emotional pursuits that stressed self-discipline. Explaining how an observer may be convinced of the genuineness of a
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child's conversion experience, Mrs. Davis wrote, "The signs of a renewed heart,
that we like to see in little children, are, great simplicity and strength of faith,
delight in private prayer and reading the Scriptures, anxiety for the souls of
those around them, prompt obedience to parents, diligent attention to their studies, and an habitual struggling against sin. We do not believe that a pious child
can habitually be either idle or disobedient." 14
It was nevertheless difficult to maintain a conversion experience sparked by
the intellect and fed by emotion. Teachers' and students' committing only one
set of faculties to the goal of conversion, and neglecting the other, was most
feared. An article, "On the Union of Mental Exercise with Spiritual Teaching,"
argued that "There are two extremes into which earnest Sunday school teachers
are liable to fall: the one leads them to expend their chief anxiety in developing
the powers of the mind, and the other to confine themselves almost exclusively
to imparting spiritual instruction, and exciting religious affections." Although
the latter was clearly preferred, the piece went on to clarify that the powers of
the mind should not be neglected. Rather, intellectual instruction prepared the
child for conversion, since "there should not only be the spirit, but every thing
suitable for the spirit to exercise itself with, otherwise it may prove little more
than like breathing upon marble, just a temporary change upon the surface-no
softening of the material.'' 15 This discussion reiterated the intellect's ability to
correct the 'stupidity of the heart,' but in so doing implied that teachers had
begun to perceive children as solely intellectual, and relied too heavily on intellectual exercises to bring their charges to God. 16
To preclude similar mistakes, children's texts again turned to teaching by
example. Specifically, the deathbed narrative most effectively illustrated the stages
of the ideal conversion. The deathbed narrative had a very particular structure:
the protagonist was usually a child whose physical ailments, caused by accident
or natural deformity, removed her from childhood play. Such removal permitted
her the time to hone a taste for ''mental pleasures," contingent upon reading the
Bible and other religious tracts. 17 Consequently, the child was convinced of her
sinfulness and sought forgiveness, the success of which corresponded almost
precisely with her painless death.
John Curwen's Nelly Vanner was one of these sickly children. She died at
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the age of 10, a convert assured of her place in heaven. Curwen stated that the
road to Nelly's spititual awakening began on the "3d of April," the day she read
the first chapter of "Persuasives to Early Piety" regarding the concept of the
imn1ortal soul. With her intellect piqued, Nelly gradually achieved justification,
w~ich Curwen ardently described:
Have you ever sown a seed in the ground? There springs up presently, you
know, a little plant, and soon there will be a beautiful bud. You go in the morning,
and you see the bud hanging down, because the dew is upon it. But at mid-day,
when you look again, you find that the little bud has lifted up its head, and spread
itself but,-a beautiful flower, in the face of the sun and sky. You cannot tell the
precise instant when first the bud began to burst, nor can I tell when first Nelly
began to love Jesus. But I can tell what made her love him. It was, first, learning
about him from her mother and sisters, and reading of him· in the word of God;
and then it was the Holy Spirit came and moved her heart to love the Saviour. To
raise your little flower, you first sowed the seed in the ground. That was like the
knowledge of Jesus Christ which was sown in Nelly's mind. Afte1;ward the gentle
dew clung to your little plant, and the sunbeams smiled sweetly upon it; so they
made the plan spring up, and moved the bud to raise itself and open its eye to
look at the sun. 18

The choice of metaphor was incongruous to Nelly's physical state, which quickly
faded. But her soul blossomed-it would seem in inverse proportion to the loss
of bodily strength. Straying little from the deathbed narrative formula, Curwen's
story both frightened and soothed. While farcing the child reader's awareness of
his pending mortality, it also provided him with a model for avoiding torment in
the afterlife, not to mention-with a nod to Horace Mann's threats-a tranquil
death.
Additionally, the deathbed narrative ascribed higher status to children-asproselytizers. In its most innocuous form, Nelly's mother kept her daughter's
copy of "Persuasives to Early Piety" after her death, and cherished it. More
significantly, however, was the case of "The Dying Sunday Scholar," whose
father thanked ''God that ever a Methodist Sunday school was opened in this
place." Although he was a drunkard, a swearer, a sabbath-breaker, and a cockfighter, his son earnestly attended Sunday school classes before contracting a
prolonged, severe affliction. Moments before the child's death, he implored, "'Do
break off your sins, attend the chapel, and give your heart to God. Will you,
father? Will you?' I replied 'I will."' Satisfied., the child asked to be taken to
bed, "and in five minutes after, without a sigh or a groan, he fell ~.sleep in Jesus."
Indeed, had it not been for the child's anxiety for his father's salvation, the duration of his illness may have been as comfortable as its concluding moments.
Nevertheless, this peace of mind was transferred from son to father, for "By the
help of God, I have fulfilled my promise. I have given my heart to God, believed
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on his Son Jesus, and am happy in his love. My wife, too, whose heart had
frequently been touched by the affectionate entreaties of her child, is inquiring
her way to Zion." 19 In the aforementioned- "Children Must be Led to God, Not
Driven,'' a tutorial for parents, there was no immediately apparent benefit to
persuading a child to pray with sincerity. As this and other deathbed narratives
demonstrated, however, the religious child was capable of saving his parents'
souls, a reward for their inculcating self-discipline in the child in the first place.
The protagonists of the deathbed narratives typified the Romantic child, in
the tradition of Rousseau's Emile. Anne Higonnet, for example, explains that
Romantic children "do not tell any story about adult life. On the contrary, these
children deny, or enable us to forget, many aspects of adult society. . . . The
Romantic child makes a g_ood show of having no class, no gender, and no
thoughts-of being socially, sexually, and psychically innocent." Such distance
from the social world found one logical end in the image of the child corpse; the
dead child was furthest removed from the passions and problems of adults. The
Romantic child, then, like the Methodist deathbed child, was a little angel. Yet
the deathbed child was not completely exempt from intellectual and emotional
capacity. According to Boylan, evangelical Sunday school workers viewed children as "emotional and unreflective, capable of parroting reams of information
because their memories were especially tenacious, but incapable of the calm,
judicious contemplation that characterized adulthood. 20 While this definition was
not perfectly applicable to deathbed protagonists-our examples show that intellectual contemplation did not contradict but rather nourished a child's emotionalism-it did problematize contemporary readers' simply designating these
children as otherworldly creatures.
The image of the Romantic child presented by the Sunday School Union's
literature was an unstable one. Innocent and peaceful (the little angel) or inno~
cent and impressionable (the religious convert)? the Methodist deathbed child
was both. Arguably, the audience's inability to categorize this idealized child as
Romantic or not only echoed the child's more significant liminality. He belonged
neither here on earth, nor in heaven. Engaged in activities not commonly associated with childhood, the sickly child was prepared for religious conversion as
well as for the afterlife. But even after dying, his presence was residual. His
memory was affective and effective, demonstrated by the Sunday scholar's ability to guide his parents to conversion long after he had been interred, keeping
him on earth.
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The case of Mada, the converted Jewess, affirmed the 'neither-here-northere' quality of the deathbed child, while contributing a new layer to this liminal placement. In many respects, Maria repeated the typical deathbed case:
Crippled and blinded by a spinal injury, Maria was frequently visited by a Miss
P. and Mrs. B-y, who read psalms and Scripture passages to her. Struggling with
her Judaism, however, Maria repeatedly declared that she was under conviction,
only to rescind the claim. Finally after she was "undesignedly led to avow her
entire belief in Jesus,'' she was confronted by Mr. C., a guest who announced
that no Jew would convert to Christianity for reasons other than pecuniary gain.
To this she responded, "Look at me, sir; what could a situation, or money, do for
me in my helpless state? and yet, I tell you, sir, that I firmly believe that Jesus of
Nazareth has suffered and died for us, and that there will be no other Messiah."
Mr. C. countered, "What! are you going to tum Go'ia? Are not your father and
mother Jews?" Certainly they were, but equally certainly, Maria had already
tumed. 21
But not quite. What Maria rejected on the one hand-her Jev"\Hshness-she
accepted withthe other. To Mr. C. she declared herself a Christian. But by high~
lighting her conversion to Christianity for reasons unrelated to financial gain
and not typically attributed to Jews, she was also affirming and defending that
Jewish lineage. (And considering her given name of Maria, she may have been
affirming and defending Catholicism as well.) In addition to her being caught
between here and the hereafter, Maria was racially liminal by the nineteenth
century's standards. She was both Jewish and a Methodist-or rather, neither
Jewish nor a Methodist. The reader's inability to categorize Maria as a 'type' of
person provided further justification for her immediate, premature death. Concomitantly, Maria's dual liminality invited their comparison to the conversion
narratives of racial others.
The juvenile conversion narratives written about non-whites threw intelligent faith and the respectable conversion experience into stark relief. The conversion experience narrated in these stories resembles the accounts of conversion that date to the tum of the nineteenth century. According to their authors,
individuals fell prostrate, as if struck by God, to arise with a feeling of warmth
coursing through their bodies. In contrast to the conversions that took place at
home and at school, these were 'primitive' conversion experiences which accented the respectability of the intellectually-disciplined, interior, and gradual
conversion.
Racial others experienced conversion in outmoded venues like the Camp
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meeting. In ''My Indian Brother," although a Choctaw boy diligently attended
the local sabbath school, it was not until "Last October he attended a campmeeting, and professed the religion of Jesus." 22 In situations in which conversions occurred outside of formal venues, the situation of the conversion most
resembled the camp meeting by taking place outdoors. For example, when the
slave Camba was working the fields with "another sarvant of the name of Bess,"
Bess implored him to worry about his soul, especially since he could no longer
live in the carefree manner that he had in "my own country," Guinea. Upon
Bess's urging, "By 'm bye me feel bad; sun shine sorry, birds sing sorry, laun
look sorry, but Cambo sorrier dan em all. Den me cry out, 'Massy, massy, Lord,
on poor Camba!' By'm bye, water come in my eyes, and glad come inmy heart.
Den sun look gay, woods look gay, birds sing gay, launs look gay, but poor
Camba gladder dan em all." 23
"Conversion of Camba" also highlighted how the internal process of conversion differed between non-whites and the reader-visceral and rapid, as opposed to the new, respectable rubric of the academic and cumulative spiritual
awakening. Camba, for instance, fell under conviction almost instantaneously
after Bess spoke, and just as quickly he experienced justification, the tremendous relief of which made the world appear gay. His experience was entirely
predicated on bodily feeling. Moreover, the impetus to Cambo's conversion was
Bess's spoken entreaty, not the written word. In the case of the Choctaw boy
who had attended school before his camp-meeting conversion, he had only done
· the
so in exchange for the school superintendent's purchase of a bag of comsuperintend~nt had made this a condition of sale. In addition, his first schooling
experience was not regarded as particularly relevant to his conversion experience, since it was not until after the camp meeting that ''the Juvenile Missionary
Society of Mobile sent him to school" again.
That the racial other experience~ religious conversion throµgh feeling rather
than thinking fits with his alleged lack of facility with language. The convert
could not articulately communicate his expedence with words. In the case of
"The Indian's Illustration," description was just that, visual illustration:
A converted Indian was asked how he knew he had experienced a change of
heart. He gave no answer. He was asked if he saw the power?
"No.''
"Did you hear it?"
''No."
"Did you feel it?"
''Yes."
"Well, then, cannot you describe the feelings?"
He paused a moment, and then kneeling upon the sand, made a small circle of
chips and dry leaves. He then got a little worm, and placed it inside of the ring,
and with a spark from his pipe lighted the pile. The poor worm, when it began to
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"My Indian Brother," SSA, July 19, 1842.
"Conversion of Cambo,'' SSA, March 7, 1843.
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feel the heat, crept first to one point, then to another, and at last, after many
ineffectual attempts to get out, finding that the flames completely surrounded it,
crawled to the centre, as if in despair, and coiled itself up, awaiting the result.
When he began to feel the heat too sensibly, the Indian took it in his fingers and
placed it without the ring in safety. 24

Not until after the Indian constructed this scene could he explain that God plucked
him fron1 a ring of hellish fire. Denied an emotional experience first motivated
by an activity like reading, the Indian was then incapable of pursuing equally
intellectual paths to communicate his experience to others.
The racial other was, ultimately, intellectually incapable of a more modem
conversion. In ''What Massa Mean?" a preacher gave a sermon to a Virginia
congregation "composed partly of negroes, who were .particularly attentive."
After the service, however, the preacher overheard a group of these congregants,
one of whom, Jim, sadly complained that, "Only one big word I wasn't unnerstand.
What massa mean by dat word 'scoriate?' I guess he be colleg;e word." Perplexed by the word "exco1iate," Jim found neither intellectual nor emotional
support in the sermon. Consequently, the preacher recalled, ''Many times since
have the words of 'brudder Jim' come to my recollection, and n1ade n1e inquire
whether I so preach as to be understood. And I sometimes hear my brethren,
when preaching, use words, and phrases, and whole paragraphs, which cause the
inquiry, 'What massa mean by that?' " 25 That the preacher promised to simplify
his sermons yet corrected Jim, changing "dat" to 'that," showed that although he
was willing to make concessions to the simpleminded, he would, as ''massa,"
prefer otherwise.
To extend Boylan's interpretation, the presentation of racial others in this
manner may have been a simple pedagogical device that allowed children to
relate to the characters' elemental happiness or despair. But by placing the conversion experience of racial others in direct contrast to the respectable conversion experience being peddled in the juvenile, literature the division between the
primitive and the modern conversion experiences instead mimicked and reinforced white America's understanding of racial hierarchy. It assigned respectability to the white readers who practiced the latter, to the exclusion of the inferior non-whites who practiced the former. In doing so, the writers for the Sunday
School Union explicitly sought to distance themselves from racially marginal
Methodists, as well as the unrespectable conversion expe1ience with which they
were now associated. This claiming of white hegemony granted bourgeois Methodists further imprimatur to mainstream America. Consequently, a contemporary reader of this literature had been given the tools to perceive their slave and
Indian brethren (and less frequently Irish, Jewish, or German converts) as racially distinct precisely by the shape of their conversion to Methodism.
The Sunday school literature, however, did not refer to all members of these
races. Missionary narratives provided this clarification: the racial other, whose
24
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primitive-style conversion had been deemed unrespectable, was located in the
United States.
According to children's texts, the non-white beneficiaries of missionary work
were given access to respectability. Most notably, these non-whites were transformed to resemble the missionaries themselves. For example, in one story a
missionary wrote of his Caffre (South African) charges, "It is truly pleasing to
see them on the Lord's day, dressed in neat and clean European clothes, forming
a contrast to the filthy dresses which they worein their heathen state. They meet
together in the house of God, and their worship begins by singing a hymn; they
then join in solemn prayer. A text of Scripture is read, and a sermon is preached .
. . . And at the close of the day may be heard, in many of the huts, the voice of
prayer and praise for the mercies of another holy sabbath. ''26 Or individuals aspired to such a transformation. A Pessah girl "in Mrs. Wilkins' school, in
Millsburgh, Africa" wrote to her namesake, ''I am so glad to write you a letter. I
thank you for the dress and the little books .... Please send your likeness to me.
I do not want to go in the country any more; I want to live with the Americans;
I want to learn good things." 27
Missionaries' charges' conversion experiences also were classified as modem and respectable. Given instruction in Sunday schools,· the self-discipline of
these non-whites was manifested in their intellectually-inspired conversions as
well as in their command of a 'proper' English language, without dialects. In an
early example unrelated to the Sunday School Union, this distinction was most
apparent. Thomas Barban was a Portuguese sailor who refused to attend preaching. ''~No, .Captain Sandy,' said he, 'I does not believe in dis' sort of 'ligion, let
me stay and catch crabs."' He acquiesced, however, and was touched by the
sermon, to which he cried out in perfect diction, ''O Lord, I will praise thee; for
though thou wast angry with me, thine anger is turned away, and behold now
thou comfortest mel''28 As one article in The Sunday School Advocate suggested,
intellectualism may have been the only method for reaching these non-whites in
the Old World since ''The Bible says they [the heathen] are 'without natural
affection.' ''29
Therefore, in addition to the fact that the primitive converts of Sunday school
narratives were 'not white,' they were neither of America nor of their ancestral
homes. Caught in a middle passage, the racial others from America portrayed in
this body of Sunday school literature were liminal. And that Iiminality paralleled the experience of the deathbed children. Furthermore, the conversions of
children as well as racial others were equally visceral: death differed from the
suddenjolt of primitive conversion not in kind but in degree.
But unlike missionary converts overseas, there was little explicit indication
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that A1nerica's prin1itive converts were heathens. These narratives, then, also
used liminality to nlake analogous the idealized Methodist child and the primitive non-white Ametican, which allowed the reader to romanticize his inferior
brothers and sisters. Indeed, Uncle Tom's Cabin clarified the connection between
children and these racial others, and that both were, or would soon be, angels.
The cherubic Eva St. Clare was convinced that she would meet Tom in heaven.
And considering this Methodist's 1nartyr-like death at the hands of Legree and
his success at converting Quimbo and Sambo to Christianity before the moment
he passed, he presumably did so. 30
This romanticization of African Americans, native Americans, and other
racially marginal individuals in American society was indeed a possibility because it also allowed the reader to access the past, especially a more 'primitive'
past. For example, consider the following hymn recorded in Adam Wallace's
1861 biography of Reverend Joshua Thomas ( 1776-1853) from which we also
learned about the conversion of Thomas Barban. Wallace assigned an approximate date of 1807 to this hy1nn:
How happy every child of grace,
The soul that's filled with joy and peace,
That bears the fruit of righteousness,
And kept by Jesus' power;
Their trespasses are all forgiven,
They antedate the joys of heaven;
In rapturous lays
Shout the praise
Of Jesus' grace
To a lost race
Of sinners, brought to happiness
Through th' atoning blood of Jesus. 31

According to this hymn, the Methodists of the early nineteenth century had little
regard for racial differences as brethren in Christ. As a matter of fact, as Methodists they constituted their own "lost" race of children, which anticipated the afterlife. Once deciphered, the romanticization of non-white Americans in Sunday
school literature was not so different from the open-minded view of interracial
unity expressed by this hymn-just one of many artifacts of an earlier period
that socially-mobile Methodists had sought to leave behind.
Accordingly, croakers were most likely to make a connection between romanticized children's conversion narratives and the conversion narratives of racial others. And they could do so without advocating a reversal offellow Methodists' social progress. Because this literature aligned non-whites with idealized
children who, we have learned, were distant from the adult world, then it presented no opportunity for adult readers to act like children or the racially mar-
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ginal Methodists to whom they were analogous. The romantic deployment could
also be easily incorporated into racial hegemonic discourse-as pity. Indeed.,
Carolyn Steedman explains that the Romantic child had its roots in a "legacy of
nineteenth-century reforming Liberalism, especially in Britain, whereby individual and collective progress in civilisation is expressed by being kind to groups
of the weak, feeble and disenfranchised in society-women, slaves, the insane
and, above all others, children.'' 32 The conversion narratives of racial others published for the Sunday School Union, then, performed two tasks. They concretized the respectability of the Sunday School Union's presumably white audience
by creating a spiritual divide between readers and marginalized non-whites, and
soothed the croakers who wanted little to do with the Church's current preoccupation with social mobility.
In this essay I have shown how the children's literature published for the
Sunday School Union taught a new, respectable kind of conversion experience
to children. This body of work, however, also taught that non-white Americans
experienced a more 'primitive' conversion~ and claimed hegemony for its white
readers because of it. While this reinforcement of racial difference by the Sunday School Union necessarily suggests a racist counterpart to American
Methodism's search for respectability, the analogous portrayal of non-white
Americans and exemplary children indicates that., in light of the tension between
socially mobile Methodists and croakers, racial others were also objectified in a
celebratory manner. Intended to promote Methodists' respectability, this body
of children's literature nevertheless reflected American Methodism's complex
historical reality.
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